Program Abroad Set
For Morocco In 1972

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND

Plans are being drawn up for a
Semester Abroad program in
Morocco in the fall of 1972.
The program will emphasize an
interdepartmental study of the
social, economic, political and
cultural influences of the Arabs
on European, Mediterranean
and African societies.
One of the main objectives of
the program will be to provide
low income and minority students
with the opportunities for study
abroad. Approximately 30
students from diverse racial,
socio-economic and cultural
backgrounds will particitipate.
They will be drawn from all
departments of the Humanities
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University May Keep CBC
The Board of Trustees has Jaenicke, Chairman of the
authorized the administration of Buildings and Grounds Committee
the University to negotiate a one that we keep our options open
year extention to the University's and "don't close the door on
lease on Commencement Bay CBC."
Campus. The University may
Jaenicke in his report reviewed
extend its lease on the facilities the decision of the Board to
only if an on campus housing negotiate the purchase of the
shortage is apparent and the terms facilities. He pointed out that it
was economically unfeasible to
of the lease are reasonable.
The approval came as result of maintain the plant and that no
a recommendation by Don F.-?cleral funds were availble for

purchase.
Besides the economic problems,
the Dominican Sisters, owners of
the property, had decided not to
sell. TheUniversity,being unable
to purchase the satellite campus,
was planning on terminating
operation at CBC when the lease
expires August 31.
Both Dean of Men Ray Payne
and Dean of Women Mary Curran
report that there are waiting lists
for students desiring on campus
housing, indicating that a critical
housing shortage is probable.
the

and the Social Sciences.
Faculty for the program will
consist of UPS faculty
knowledgeable in Arab culture, as
well as Moroccan scholars. Side
trips to France, Spain and Ghana
will be offered.
A
preparatory
intensive
program in Arabic language and
culture will be offered in the fall
of 1971.
Any interested students should
contact any member of the
steering committee for further
details. The committee members
are Frank Cousens, Jacqueline
Martin, Esparanza Gurza, Bob
Ford and Darrel Reeck.

SUB Rearrangement Approved
At the May 6 University
Council meeting Dean of Men Ray
Payne present two proposals the
Housing Committee had drawn
up.
The proposal regarding the
allocation of space in the Student

Center was accepted and the
committee was instructed to
continue its work on this project.
The proposal to adopt the
fraternity lease agreement was
held in abeyance.

Students Nominate Haley
For Honorary Degree
Students of Regester Hall are now organizing an effort to
nominate Alex Haley, who recently lectured here as part of the Black
Arts Festival, for an honorary degree. Petitions are available in the ASB
office.
Criteria for selection of persons for honorary degrees have
recently been reviewed at the suggestion of the Board of Trustees. Their
committee, consisting of trustees James Paulson,Donald Jaenicke, and
committee chairman Troy Strong stated in a "t'reliminary Working
Draft" that:
By tradition, the warrant for honorary
degrees comes from the University's right and duty to
recognize and commend outstanding achievement in
life beyond the academic processes of the campus.
The academic degree is precisely defined in terms of
units of credit, and work in the University courses of
instruction. It is a deliberately earned degree. The
honorary degree, on the other hand, is an awarded
degree, given as a result of judgement rendered by a
responsible University community as it views the
work in the world. An honorary degree symbolizes
the achievement in life of what the university regards
as exemplary for its own members.
In the nomination and selection of recipients
for honorary degrees the University community shall
search for citizens whose accomplishment in
professional and/or community life clearly merits
extraordinary honor with reference to these aims of
the University.

Trustee Al Cowles discusses his duties as a trustee with former ASUPS first
Vice-president Brian Thompson. Cowles was appointed to the Board in February.

Trustees Establish Committee
To Examine Law School
Acting upon the
recommendations of the
Executive Committee, the Board
of Trustees approved the
formation of an ad hoc committee
to look into the feasibility of the
establishment of a law school by
the University of Puget Sound.
Norton Clapp, Chairman of
the Board, announced the
following appointments to the
committee: 'Chairman, Judge
George Boldt; Vice Chairman,
Trustee James Wiborg; Trustee
James Dolliver, Administrative
Assistant to the Governor;

Alumnus Thomas A. Swayze,
Speaker of the :louse; Trustee
Merton Elliott; and Trustee James
Paulson. Also appointed were
Trustee Llewelyn Pritdiard. faculty
members John Prins, Richard
Settle, and Wilbur Baisinger; and
ASUPS President Darrel Johnson.
The committee is directed "to
continue with investigative and
preliminary work to lay the
groundwork for the establishment
of a School of Law within the
structure of the University of
Puget Sound; to investigate the
availability of funds for founding

such a program: to propose
curricular patterns and budgets
for the support of a program of
legal education; and to prepare a
firm proposal for the
establishment of a School of
Law."
If the committee finds the
formation of a Law School feasible
for UPS, it will probably
recommend to the Trustees at
their October meeting that the
University set a target date for the
commencement of both day and
evening classes of the Law School
in the fall of 1972.

State Rules Dormitories Not Taxable

Campus Reserve Officers' Training Corps held their annual President's
review last Wednesday on the football field. President R. Franklin
Thompson and Vice-presidents Richard Dale Smith, J. Maxson Reeves,
and Lloyd Stuckey were in attendance. TRAIL photographer Sherry
Heath took this picture as the review broke up.

During the past two weeks,
action has been taken in Olympia
on two pieces of legislation which
affect the University.
On Thursday, May 6, Governor
Evans signed SB 419, the tuition
supplement bill. This bill grants
$100 tuition supplements to any
resident of the state of
Washington attending a private
college or university within the
state.
On Saturday, May 8, the
Senate passed HB 1123. An
amendment to this bill exempts
,dormitories, student centers and

.

other non-classroom buildings of purpose of deriving revenue
private schools and colleges in the therefrom shall not be exempt
state from property tax from taxation under this section."
exemption.
Pierce County Assessor Ken
This action was taken to clarify Johnston interpreted the law to
ambiguities in a 1970 statute. The include the dormitories of UPS
1960 bill stated that property and PLU as taxable property. It
owned or leased by private has been estimated that this
schools was exempt from taxation would add $1.25 million in tax
if it was used solely for revenue to the county.
The Attorney General's office
educational purposes or the
revenue derived from it was used was unable to adequately clarify
the law, so the current legislative
to support the institution.
Another paragraph of the action was necessary. (The new
statute, however, stated that bill is awaiting the signature of the
property owned or leased "for the „governor.)
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ALDERBROOK:

Proposed ASUPS Budget Tops $97,000
Barriers Fall
While there are still some barriers between students and
faculty, and the Board of Trustees; last weekend's trustee workshop
and meeting was a breakthrough in providing direct and open
communications between concerned on-campus constituents and the
Trustees. It was the latest in an evolutionary phase the University is
going through in terms of its governance.
In the last four years there have been some very dramatic and
positive changes in the make-up of the Board and the openness and
willingness of Board members to listen to and communicate with
concerned students and faculty members.
A number of new Trustees have been appointed in the past
four years who were not appointed purely for financial reasons. They
are people who are very concerned about the direction of the
University and want to work with the student body and faculty to
provide a University which will remain a viable institution for many
years into the future.
Three years ago the Board of Trustees met regularly in closed
session to make policy which would eventually affect nearly every
member of the University community in one way or another.
Up until two years ago this "closed-door policy" was in effect;
however, with the formation of the Long Range Planning Commission
and the Commission's Task Forces, there was real contact developed
among trustees, students, faculty, and alumni.
As trustees became more involved with operations of the
University their concern became greater for the problems students and
faculty confronted them with.
Establishment of the University Council in the spring of 1969,
additional dialogue and involvement by trustees developed.
In the fall of 1969 the first "open meeting" of the Board was
held in which two student "observers" were permitted to watch the
meeting
The February 1970 winter meeting of the Board was the first
open meeting where any member of the University Community was
permitted to observe the Board in action.
The real breakthrough came at the fall 1970 meeting when the
Board requested ASUPS President Thomas E. Leavitt to comment on
students at the University and their attitudes and opinions. This was the
first time a student had been permitted to participate during a Board
meeting.
Last weekend total participation (short of voting) was
achieved when four students and two faculty members spent the
weekend with the Board members during the workshop and spring
meeting at Alderbrook Inn on Hoods Canal.
Open, frank discussion without regard to status within the
University community took place. Even more important was the fact
that the Trustees listened to what students and faculty said. While the
Trustees may not have accepted everything which students and faculty
stated, all representatives of the University community were able to
have free discussion and all were allowed to voice personal opinions.
Students and faculty do not yet vote at Board meetings, nor
do they have the right to participate in the selection of new trustees;
however, they have a foot inside the door.

Wes Jordan, ASB second-vice president, has released the proposed ASB budget to
the TRAIL. The final budget will not be adopted until next fall when actual income
figures are available. The proposed document is based on a projected student enrollment
of 2700 with an income of $97,200. That means $36 per student with $15 being
allocated to Artists and Lectures and $21 to the general ASB budget.
Jordan indicated, "We have taken into account the following in determining the
allocations for next year: revenue sources; number of students involved; benefit derived
by the associated students; and the activity of the group during the past year."
He added, "In working with the various groups, we have jointly agreed to all
revisions on proposed budgets. We know of no organization which is unsatisfied with this
proposed budget. Every organization has been consulted before Finance Committee
proposed changes to their original requests."
The budget reflects an increase of $5.00 per year in monies channeled into the
Artist and Lectures account. Central board will consider the proposal next Tuesday.
Proposed ASUPS 1971-1972 Budget
Requested

Proposed

850.00
2,833.75
265.35
625.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
900.00

850.00
2,300.00
250.00
635.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
900.00

110.00
0.00
60.00
100.00
10.00
825.00
275.00
50.00
775.00
450.00
70.00
950.00
400.00
10.00
150.00
275.00
150.00
150.00
0.00
0.00
500.00

75.00
0.00
60.00
100.00
10.00
825.00
275.00
50.00
600.00
450.00
70.00
950.00
400.00
10.00
150.00
275.00
150.00
150.00
0.00
0.00
400.00

6.1

Conventions and Travel
Women's Recreation Association
Silver Seals
A.W.S.
Drama
Forensics
Music
Pep Band

7.01
7.02
7.03
7.04
7.05
7.06
7.07
7.08
7.09
7.10
7.11
7.12
7.13
7.14
7.15
7.16
7.17
7.18
7.19
7.20
7.21

A.C.L.U.
Married Students Association
Auditing
CHIPS
Christmas 'Round Campus
Copy Machine
Ditto Machine
Homecoming
Interfraternity Council
International Club
Mortar Board
Office Supplies
Public Relations
Spring Weekend
SPURS
TATTLER
Volunteer Services
Voting Machines
S.U.B.A.
Crisis Clinic (Food Program)
Hui-O-Hawaii

8.01
8.02
8.03
8.04
8.05
8.06
8.07
8.10

A & L Campus Films
A & L Academic Lectures
A & L Friday at Four
A & L Cultural Entertainment
A & L Activity Publications
A & L Public Affairs Forum
A & L Popular Entertainment
A & L Reserves

5,000.00
6,500.00
3,000.00
3,500.00
1,100.00
0.00
20,150.00
1,250.00

5,000.00
6,500.00
3,000.00
3,500.00
1,100.00
0.00
20,150.00
1,250.00

K UPS Radio
TRAIL
Tamanawas Yearbook 1972
Class of 1975
Black Student's Union
Rally Squad
University Faith Forum
Model United Nations
Publications and Printing Budget
Salaries
Freshmen Orientation
Reserves for Contingencies

3,090.00
11,675.00
11,800.00
10.00
1,750.00
1,681.00
1,450.00
840.00
3,300.00
10,850.00
300.00

3,640.00
11,675.00
11,800.00
10.00
1,750.00
900.00
1,450.00
840.00
3,300.00
10,850.00
300.00
250.00

2.1

R.J.W.

Dibble Releases Student
Aid Fund Statement
United Student Aid Funds,
Inc. has issued the following
statement to college students who
have received assistance through
guaranteed loans. Director of
Financial Aid Mr. Lewis Dibble
requested that the TRAIL make
this information available to UPS
students.
One important step you took
was to invest in your own future.
You did this by taking out one or
more loans, guaranteed either by
United Student Aid Funds, or a
state agency, or the Federal
government.
We hope you will make
arrangements right now, before
you leave school, to begin
repayment of this debt.

Check with your Finanical
Aid Office to be sure your
records are in order.
Make an appointment with
the banker who loaned the
money to you, and arrange
a realistic repayment
schedule.
You need not make your first
payment until ten months after
graduation, but you will be able
to make other plans with far
greater assurance if you know
now exactly what you will need
to set aside each month for your
loan.
Your repayments will prove
y our responsibility. They will
establish your credit for the time
when you may need it to buy a
car, a house-and, some day, a
baby carriage. Or a business.

Puget sound

TRAIL
Dick Walsh
Howard Parker
Greg Brewis
Tim Kleespies
Pat Lyle
Sharon Heath
John C. Rideout
Marty Nakayama
Carol Richards
Cheryl Spencer

Editor
Associate Editor
Editorial Assistant
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photographer
Obfuscationist
Office Manager
A&E Editor
MT/SR Operator
Staff Assistants: Marcie Swim, Wes Jordan, Maila Putnam,
Sarah Combs, Hal Todd

11.72
12.75

TOTAL:

97,200.00

Total Income (Based on 2700 Students)

97,200.00

Total A & L Income ($15.00 per student)

40,500.00

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday)
except vacation and examination periods during the
academic year by the Associated Student Body of the
University of Puget Sound. Phone: (206) 759-3521
Ex t. 278. Office: Room 214, Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington,
98416. Yearly subscription rates are $4.50. Spring
semester only:$1.50.

STATEMENT OF POLICY
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of
the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University of Puget Sound, its admini:.tration,
faculty, Assosciated Student Body, or the Puget
Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten.
Deadlines for each issue are 12 (noon) on the Monday
prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right to
edit for length, propriety, or libel
All material must be signed by the author.

Winterim In
Central America
What turns you on? If erupting
volcanos, lost civilizations, and a
January suntan are among your
interests; and if you're not the
Holiday Inn Howard Johnson
type you may want to spend next
winterim in Central America and
Mexico studying volcanos and
Mayan ruins.
A preliminary planning
meeting of interested students will
be held Wednesday May 19 at
8:00 p.m. in room 182 of
Thompson Hall.
-
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Living—learning Language House
44iA,

ti4,‘
dl

is currently under study
'L(

Plans are currently under way
for the development of a
living-learning Language House on
campus for the fall semester.
Students interested both in
learning a specific foreign
language and in studying the
techniques and methods of
language acquisition will be able
to find a spoken environment for
French, Spanish, and German as
well as beginning programs in
Italian, Russian, Japanese and
Arabic. The House will also be set

tk
Friday, May 14
Campus Flick: "Genesis III," 8 p.m. Mc006
Fieldhouse: Bash Benefit for Private Education
Phi Delt Beach Function
Hui 0 Hawaii Show, 8:30 p.m. Great Hall
"Ivan the Ice Cream Man," Folksinger, Cellar X
4 p.m.
-

-

languages by linguistic groups.
Programs could be designed
around Slavic languages, for
example, or around Romance or
Germanic languages.
At present, the House will be
able to accommodate
approximately 35 students. It is
the intention of those involved in
the project to provide as much
cultural exposure to the languages
concerned as possible.
Anyone interested in
The Newmen Folk-rock group participating in the program
will be on campus, today, from should contact Frank Cousens or
11:30-2:00. They will be singing Jacqueline Martin at Ext. 235
on the Jones Hall steps. (In the immediately.
case of rain, they will be in the

-

Saturday, May 15
LOGGER DAY
1:00 Log Rolling Women 1:30
2:00 Greased Pole Women 2:30
3:00 Orange Pass Coed
3:30 Tug-of-War Women 4:00
4:30 Water Fight
Campus Flick: "Genesis III," 8 p.m. Mc006
Fieldhouse: Bash Benefit for Private Education
Track: UPS at Portland State
Crew: UPS at NW Championship, Seattle
Kappa Sig All School Kegger
KKG Spring Formal
Phi Delt Private Party
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Folk—rock today

-

-

at Jones Hall

Monday, May 17
Executive Officers visit Theta Chi and Sigma

SUB lounge.)
They have recently returned
from touring in Montana and have
performed at hundreds of high
schools and colleges throughout
the United States during these last
few years.
Tim Whipple is the leader of
the 6-member group.

NI

Tuesday, May 18
Central Board: Budget Discussion, 6 p.m.Mc006
Eric Burdon & War, Fieldhouse 8 p.m.
-

Wednesday, May 19
Theta Beta Water Fight
Thursday, May 20
Golf: UPS at Ft. Lewis 1:30 p.m.

Music Professor

-

Mu Sigma Delta Scholastic Fraternity initiated
32 Juinors and Seniors Tuesday at CBC
Tuesday, May 11, Mu Sigma

Delta, UPS Scholastic Fraternity,
initiated 32 UPS juniors and
seniors.

The initiation was held at
Commencement Bay Campus at
5:30 p.m. and followed by a steak
barbecue and a speech by Dr.
John Magee, chairman of the UPS
Philosophy department.

Those seniors initiated were
Mark Bertness, Pat Brockett,
Holly Brooks, Kathleen
Chambers, Jill Cochrane, Bill
Crounse, Catherine Graff, Sonja
Hansen, and Carol Hansons.
Also included were Karen
Harding, Tom Reppun, Leslie
Vergin, Owen Yamasaki, Roland
Dutton, Gail Hardman, Kathryn

up to arrange crash courses in
ancient languages (Latin, Greek,
Sanskrit) should such interests
arise.
An overall objective of the
Language House will be to get
students involved in the study of

Keller, and Chris Nobel.
Also, Marilyn Parker, Bob
Rei der, Pat Rozier, Diane
Schmidt, Linda Schwieder, Julie
Strobel, Jan Tryon, Sandra Ulrich,
Chris Wray, and Jack Tueller.
Juniors initiated were Helen
Connon, Cricket Cooper, Shirley
Glaubke, Chris Rideout, and Scott
Sheffield.

NDSL Students:
If you are not planning to
return to UPS next year and have
had a National Defense Student
Loan through UPS, please stop by
the Financial Aids Office, Room
108 Jones Hall, to discuss
repayment arrangements for your
loan.

to appear on TV

Charleson's

UPS Music Professor Ilona
Herlinger and her husband Paul
will be guests of George Carlson
on KOMO-TV's "Northwest
Traveler" on Wednesday, May 19,
at 7:00 p.m. on Channel 4. The
Herlingers will show films of their
vacation cruise through the Greek
islands of Crete, Rhodes, Delos
and Mykonos.

RESTAURANT

HAIRCUT $2.00

NEW MANAGEMENT
Homestyle cooking and

specialty foods

STUDENTS GIVE US
A TRY!
REASONABLE PRICES
915 N. Lawrence—SK 9 -7460

Diamonds — Jewelry
Tacoma's Only Certified
Master Watchmaker

Kids $1.50 — Sat. $100

Larivet1(

Razor Cut — $3.25

Ac.;utron

at the

Highland Hill
Barber Shop
5915 — 6th Ave.

3ulova
Elgin
Kamilton
Seik'
Accutron Sales and Service

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS
3812 No. 26th

SK 9-4242

Young Voters for Peace cards
Real life calls for re
For the taste of your fire—
Coca-Cola.

distributed through ASB
The University of Puget Sound
has joined approximately 150
schools in distributing 'Young
Voter for Peace' cards. The Y.V.P.
organization is trying to enlist the
support of newly enfranchsied
voters from the ages of 17 to
25 to support peace candidates in
the 1972 elections and to promise
to vote. (Because of this purpose,
the organization has not aligned
itself with any political party.)

Cards may be picked up in the
ASB office and either sent
directly to the national office or
returned to the student body
office.
For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

F

r t• t

I YELLOW CAB
OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

MA 71121 $10rA0

Delivery

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123

North 26th

5K 2-6667

• Coca-Cola and "Coke'' are registered beds-marks whoch .dentily m e wme product

or

The Coca-Cola Company

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

PACIFIC COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.,
TACOMA, WASH.
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Trustee Committee Reports
On Honorary Degrees
The Board of Trustee's ad hoc
Committee on Honorary Degrees
gave a preliminary report to the
full Board during the Spring
meeting at Alderbrook. This was
the first, preliminary report on
the progress that the committee
was making in establishing
proceduresgoverning the
awarding of honorary degrees
from the University of Puget
Sound.
"By tradition, the warrant for
honorary degrees comes from the
University's right and duty to
recognize and commend
outstanding achievement in life
beyond the academic processes of
the campus. The academic degree
is precisely defined in terms of
units of credit, and work in the
University courses of instruction.
It is a deliberately earned degree.
The honorary degree, on the other
hand, is an awarded degree, given
as a result of judgment rendered
by a responsible University
community as it views the work in
the world. An honorary degree
symbolizes the achievement in

life of what the university regards
as exemplary for its own
members.
"In the nomination and
selection of recipients for
honorary degrees the University
community shall search for
citizens whose accomplishment in
professional and/or community
life clearly merit extraordinary
honor with reference to these
aims of the University."
ASB 2nd Vice President, Wes
Jordan commented on this
preliminary proposal by saying:
"We are disturbed that students
were left out of a Trustee
Committee whose purpose was to
advise the Trustees concerning
nominations and not to make the
actual decisions. Since this was a
preliminary report, a written
statement of our concern over this
issue will be sent to Rev. Troy
Strong, Chairman of this
Committee. We do not forsee any
major difficulities, however, since
this Committee is still in the
planning stage."

Long Range Planning Commission
Submits Final Suggestions
"The Long Range Planning
Commission was established by
the Board of Trustees as a result
of the recommendation of the
Board's standing Committee on
Extension and Development. It
was believed that the need for a
broad plan for the future
development of the University
could best be achieved by a study
in depth and with the counsel and
advice of all segments of the
University, including students,
faculty, alumni, administrators,
and trustees....
"The Commission has worked
under the premise that the
University has four groups for
whom it has responsibility and
concern. In the order of their
priority these are: students,
faculty and staff, alumni and
other supporters, and the general
community. All decisions and
recommendations have to be
made in the light of this
responsibility and priority."
With these opening words, the
final report of the Long Range
Planning Commissions was read to
the Board of Trustees by Vice

President Richard Dale Smith.
The Comission has worked for
over two years to outline an
all-encompassing plan for the
University to follow as it
continues to grow and develop.
The report is divided into six
general headings: Instruction,
Students, Governance, Facilities,
Finances, and Alumni and Public
Relations.
The LRPC has stated within
the general category of
Instruction that "The curriculum
should always incorporate both
general education and
specialization." It outlines guides
for the classroom and the faculty.
"Faculty should be evaluated at
this university according to
excellence in the teaching-learning
function first... optimum learning
conditions and freedom to
innovate in both method and
content should be supported."
The section concerned with
students called for a careful look
at the size of the University. "The
optimum number of students
should be established a year in
advance." The diversity of the
student body and their right to
govern themselves also was stated.
"The University has reached a
size that suggests that all future
growth should be controlled. To
this end a full scale re-evaluation
of the University's capabilities
should be made at least every
fourth year to determine
optimum size ranges of the
student body. This evaluation
should be based on:
quality instruction
friendly, personal climate

cost factors and budget
requirements
availability of academic
facilities and srevices
These matters should be
considered in University Council."
The Commission set forth
priorioties of building new
facilities for the University.An
addition to the Library is
considered the first priority. Also
high on the list is the construction
of and auditorium and adequate
adminstrative space, possibly
combined into one building; more
playing fields and additional
physical educational facilities; and
the improvement of the Student
Center.
In reference to the financing
of UPS: "Tuition rates at the
University of Puget Sound should
be established at alevel which will
provide funds to enable the
University to adhere to these
objectives and the criteria set
forth in the Long Range Plan of
the University, yet set prudently
and with concern for student's
circumstances... Funds available
for scholarships and other forms
of student aid should be increased
in direct proportion to rising
tuition costs."
This general but comprehensive
report of the Long Range
Planning Commission has been
sent to the Faculty Senate and
Central Board for their suggestion
before the Board of Trustees
accepts this document and
incorporates it into the plannig
for the increased development of
UPS.

Faculty Members
Recommended For
Tenure And Promotion

Mrs. James Guthrie, education instructor, demonstrates the "Come Blow A Dandelion"
theme of the upcoming workshop on education to be held at UPS, with youngster Dale
Ev anger.

Education School Sponsors Workshop
(NB-JD)—Educators from
throughout the area will convene
at the University of Puget Sound
May 15 to attend workshops and
examine instructional materials
used in early childhood education,
announces Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson, UPS president.
The second annual "Come
Blow A Dandelion" fair of ideas
for those concerned with young
children will be in Howarth Hall.
Sponsoring the session are the
UPS School of Education in
cooperation with the Washington
State Department of Education,
the Tacoma Public School
District, and the Tacoma
Association for the Education of
Young Children.
During the workshop meetings,

Reeves Reports On
Faculty Degrees
According to J. Maxson
Reeves, dean of the university,
63% of the UPS faculty have
terminal degrees (Ph.D. degrees or
their equivalents). Reeves
considers this to be very
important for a school striving for
academic excellence.

participants will have an
opportunity to discuss such topics
as the Montessori teaching
method, creative cooking for the
young children and science for
young children, and federal
funding.
Program planners are Ernest J.
DeRocher, director, UPS School
of Education; Mrs. Anna Beth
Charles, head teacher, Tacoma
Day Nursery; Mrs. Beth Griesel,
assistant professor, UPS School of
Education; Mrs. Doris V. Hubner,
director of Early Childhood
Education, Tacoma Public
Schools; Mrs. Roberta LaCoste,
assistant director elementary
education, State Department of
Education.
Mrs. Carol Mooney,

Proctor House
Restaurant
"Fine Food at
Depression Prices"

2514 N. Proctor

coordinator, Home and Family
Life Department, Clover Park
Vocational-Technical School; Mrs.
Jackie Stenger, Home and Family
Life Department, L.H. Bates
Vocational-Technical Institute;
and Mrs. Fran Torbet, first
vice-president, Tacoma
Association for the Education of
Young Children.
Persons may register by
contacting the School of
Education.

X TODAY X

LARGE
COKE &
BAG
POTATO
CHIPS
15C
CELLAR 10
Rm. 10 SC

SK 2-7055

1

3 p.m.

T.p.

A

Dean of the University J.
Maxson Reeves recommended to
the Board of Trustees three
faculty members for tenure and
one for promotion.
Professor F. Carlton Ball (Art);
Associate Professor Ronald Fields
(Art); and Associate Professor
Craig G. Gunter (Political Science)
were granted tenure.
Monte Morrison, chairman of
the Art Department was
promoted from Associate
Professor to the rank of Professor.
In other matters pertaining to
the faculty Dean Reeves reported
that 15 or 16 additional faculty
members have been hired to
replace those retiring or leaving
UPS.
Two professors will be leaving
UPS to take teaching positions at
other schools. They are Tom
Manning and Brent Peterson.

Alma O.icley, Otto Bachimont,
and Dorothy Patterson are retiring
at the end of this year according
to Reeves.
Four professors will be on
sabattical leave next fall. They are
Bert Brown (physics), Ernest
Combs (economics), Ernest
Karlstrom (biology), and Annabel
Lee (education).

Farley's
Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"

1620 - 6th Ave.
MA 7-7161

r

MEN OR WOMEN FOR RETAIL
JEWELRY STORE AT TACOMA
MALL. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. MUST HAVE GOOD REFERENCES AND BE WILLING
TO WORK. HAVE PART—TIME
AND FULL—TIME POSITIONS
OPEN

Apply Mr. Rhodenhauser
Friedlander and Sons
Tacoma Mall GR 5-3883.
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Seattle Opera's Tommy
"As Warm As Dry Ice"
bunch of professional talents in a
flashy show.
The direction was a cross
between Laugh In and Hair. The
old Moore Theatre exploded again
with extra-decibal music, strobe
lights, glitter, brilliant
choreography, outrageous
costumes, quick pacing and some
nudity. (Does sex sell operas? You
bet it does.)
Oddly, one of the most
humanly appealing parts of the
show were the overwhelming
multi-media effects. That means,
kids, that the light show was
groovy.
Nudest and grooviest of all is
Tommy, played by Steve Curry,
in a Wes Jordan hairdo. Tommy is
first a plastic doll, then a
mummified object being kicked
around by the baddies and,
finally, emerges into an ecstatic
hip guru. Having Tommy swathed
from head to toe in bandages was
a clever way of demonstrating his
isolation, but I missed seeing the
person acting! Curry's voice has a
slightly grating lovable quality, he
dances well and his naked body
has a vulnerable, lovable quality—
but where is the charisma that was
supposed to attract multitudes of
followers?
Better is Bette Midler as Mrs
Walker (Tommy's mother)—The
Acid Queen. Mrs. Walker is a

By Sarah Combs
The amazing thing about the
Seattle Opera Association's
TOMMY is that it has everything a
modern rock opera should have,
and more, but it left me feeling
blank. It's a gassy production with
flawless technical effects, very
professional performers and a
good rock group (Cannon Ball).
But somewhere in all the clever
effects, the people were
diminished into satirical little
clowns, cavorting their way
through an absurd scenario.
Okay. That may have been
what Director Richard Pearlman
wanted. But the comparison is
inevitable between that cold
spectacular and our homegrown
TOMMY. Mike Kane and his
troupe of "amateurs" gave us the
loving portrayal of a hurt human
being who finds a special kind of
enlightenment and sadly discovers
that he can't give it to everyone.
The Seattle Opera Association, in
cooperation with Seattle
Repertory Theatre and KOL
Radio (the biggies in Seattle
entertainment) sell us a slick

& L Chairmen
ow Ratified
Artist and Lectures
Subcommittee chairmen were
chosen and ratified recently by
Central Board.
Selected were Sherry Heath
and Roberta Wagner for Friday at
Four, Alan Bit-3 and Bill Wilson
for Campus Flicks, and Desera
Towle for Activity Publications.
Notes and suggestions may be
left in the appropriate cubbyhole
outside the ASB.

promiscuous, stupid bitch and the
Acid Queen is her vulgar
extension. I felt no sympathy for
either of the characters, but a lot
for Miss Midler. It's a tough job to
make yourself so ugly, and she has
a great Janis-Joplin-y voice.
Two people stood out among
the caricatures with simple
humanity. Patrick Culliton, as
Captain Walker has a warm voice
that anyone could love. In this
version, for some reason, Captain
Walker does not return home to
find his wife with a lover; he is
killed in the war, presumably and
spends the show observing from
above. His fine voice carries a
great deal of the plot.
Dierdre Carlson, "A Girl", who
befriends Tommy when his
followers have deserted him, is
simply lovely in dance, person and
song.
The rest of the cast is
uniformly talented, hard-working
and as warm as dry ice. They are
doing their job with professional
passion, but no compassion.
It is a production worth seeing
because of the high quality of the
technical staff and the performers.
It IS innovative for Seattle and for
an opera company. But go to be
impressed and entertained, not to
re-capture the "see me, feel me,
touch me" warmth we found at
our Tommy.

Kittredge Art Gallery is now exhibiting student art
from studio classes. Painting, pottery, sculpture, jewelry,
lettering, drawing, weaving, and prints made by a variety
of techniques will be on display until May 25. The Gallery
is open 9-5 Monday through Friday.

Mick McCartney
Appears Soon
The heavy sounds of folksinger
Mick McCartney will be heard in
Cellar X next Tuesday afternoon
at 4:00 p.m.

The Ice Cream Man
Cometh Today

'New Mexico Brochure," acrylic, by senior Bachelor of Fine
its candidate, Tami Szerlip.

Ivan the Ice Cream Man (Ivan
Ulz), a modern folksinger from
L.A. will present a concert in
Cellar X today at 4:00 p.m. Ulz,
27, has been writing songs for 8
years and has been a lyricist for
Gene Clark of the Byrds, Hoyt
Axton, Rod McKuen and others.
Stanyon records recently released
Ivan's first album "Ivan the Ice
Cream Man." In addition to Ivan's
songs and guitar, the concert will
feature his touring bass man Eli
Craig.

•

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

•
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274 CHEESEBURGER
22 C REGULAR BURGER
AND 20c FRIES
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TOMMY (Steve Curry) is shaken by his outraged
mother (Bette Midler).

UPS PRESENTS
ART FESTIVAL
As a special part of its 1971
Summer Session, the University of
Puget Sound is presenting the
Pacific Northwest Festival of the
Arts, scheduled for June 14
through August 13.
school and college
High
students, teachers, parents and
others may earn college credit
from a whole host of courses in
art and related fields. In the
festival, participants can learn to
make stoneware pottery, build a
pottery kiln, fire a Raku pot,
weave, braid and knot textiles,
create new dances, take part in
imaginative theater productions,
study folk music, paint, tie and
dye cloth, dabble in gourmet
cookery and much more.
UPS faculty members, along
with nationally known producing
artists, will serve as instructors for
the informal classes, which are
scheduled for two separate
half-sessions during the summer.
The first half-session runs from
June 14 through July 14, and the
second from July 15 through
August 13. Courses are arranged
so that students may enroll in

either of the half-sessions or both
of them.
In addition to receiving regular
college credit, qualified
participants may be awarded
graduate credit, or they may opt
to audit the classes.
Because many of the courses
offered must be held to limited
enrollments, pre-registration for
the summer session at an early
date is advised. For further
information, persons may contact
E. Delmar Gibbs, director of the
Summer School, or Dr. Robert
Albertson, director of the
Humanities Division at UPS.
THE ALL-NEW

RED CARRIAGE
1107 Tacoma Ave.
Live Rock Music by

BLU GRAS
9:30-1:30

NO COVER CHARGE
Every Fri. and $at. Night
Come Down and Recilly Let
Loos• anr, F1 ,, Cool

Skate Your Date at

Lakewood
Ice Arena
WED. -- 8:45
10:30
THURS. — 6:15
8:15
FRI. SAT. SUN.
8:15 10:15
Sik f.
SUN.
2:30-4:30
-

-

—

-

STUDENT RATES
Admission
.90
Skate Rentals .45

7310 Steilacoom Boulevard S.W.
JU 8-7000

-
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Ashland Oregon
Shakespeare Festival
Opens Today
For the summer of 1971, THE
OREGON SHAKESPEARE
FESTIVAL will present a special
eight performance weekend series,
followed by a "preview" week of
outdoor evening shows; then a
regular season of 157
performances, offering a
provocative slate of
Shakespearean greatness together
with enriching side attractions.
America's First Elizabethan
Theatre opens its 31st season
today with weekend
performances, offers its "preview"
week beginning June 19 and then
expands to a continuous day and
night performance schedule from
June 26 through September 12.
Now hailed as one of the
significant world theatres, the
Ashland event was founded in
1935 by its present producing
director Angus L. Bowmer. Since
that time—excluding a dark period
during World War II—the
organization has presented 30
repertory seasons, clearly
establishing itself as the pioneer
and the pace-setter in Western
Hemisphere Elizabethan drama.
Flexible Staging
Talented performers and
technicians from many leading
theatre centers have been invited

the
150-member production team
necessitated by the varied 1971

to Ashland to form

slate. They will display their
exceptional skills on an impressive
full-scale Elizabethan stage
structure patterned after the
Fortune Theatre of 1599 London.
With no intermissions or scene
breaks to deter the flow of action,
Shakespeare's characters fulfill
their destinies in a smoothly
accelerating story line—a
production technique made
possible by the dynamic
flexibility of Ashland's
remarkable stage and its multiple
playing areas.
Comfortably spaced
continental seating (no aisles with
wide walkways between rows)
brings the audience, as a unit, into
intimate contact with the drama.
Patrons are cautioned that
evenings are sometimes cool in
Ashland (situated in the Siskiyou
foothills) and that coats, blankets,
and head covering may be needed
for comfort. Blankets and pillows
are available for a nominal charge
at the Elizabethan theatre. Parents
with young children may enjoy
another Festival service: by
alerting the box office in advance,
a babysitter may be arranged. No

„. 5n Mer
SUN

MON

1

MND

I

TUES

1

WED.

1

"Arsenic and Old Lace"

HIV.

"Henry IV, Part 1"

ADO

"Much Ado About Nothing"

MAC.

"Macbeth"

GM

"The Glass Menagerie"

MAN

"A Man For All Seasons"

THURS

Cl .— MATINEE

FR I

SAT

May 14
(Indoor)
MND

May 15
(Indoor/
AR

May 21
(Indoor/
AR

May 22
(Indoor)
MND

May 28
(Indoor)
MND

May 29
(Indoorl
AR

June 4
(Indoor)
AR

June 5
(Indoor)
MND
June 19
Preview
Week
Opens
HIV

IT — EVENING

MIST SEATING(

June 20

Jr., 21

ADO

MAC

June 27

June 28

I

JUNE 20 • JULY

June 22

1

PREVIEW WEEK,

15 & SEPT.

1

June 23
JUNE

HIV

1.12)

June 24

June 25

June 26
Feast
Opening
Outiliasr

MAC

HIV

ADO

19-25

ADO

MND

GM

EV
MAN

July 1
MND

July 2
MAN

July 3
GM

MAC

HIV

ADO

MAC

HIV

ADO

MAC

July 4
MND

July 5
MAN

July 6

July 7
MNO

July 8
MAN

July 9

July 10

GM

GM

MND

H1 ,,

ADO

MAC

or\

ADO

MAL

II1V

July II

July 12

July 16

July 17

Jung

-AMIS.
GM°

.

July

GM

July 13
MND

July 14

MAN

MND

MAN

ADO

MAC

HIV

ADO

MAC

HIV

ADO

July 18
GM

July 19
MNO

July 20

July 21

MAN

GM

July 22
MND

July 23
MAN

July 24
MND

MA('

olV

ADO

MA(

HIV

ADO

MAC

July 25
MND

July 26
MAN

July 27

July 28

July 29

July 30

July 31

MND

MND

GM

MND

MND

HIV

ADO

MAC

111V

ADO

MAC

HIV

Aug 1
MAN

Aug. 2
MND

MAN

Aug. 3
MND

Aug. 4
GM

Aug. 5
MND

Aug 6
MND

Aug. 7
MAN

ADO

MA ,

11IV

,,, DO

MA(

HIV

ADO

Aug. 8
MND

Aug. 9

Aug. 10
GM

Aug. I I
MND

Aug. 12
MND

Aug 13
MAN

Aug. 14
MND

HIV

ADO

MAC

Aug. 18
MND

Aug 19
MAN

Aug. 20
MND

Aug 21
MND

AIICI

MAC

MND

MAC

III\

ADO

Aug. 15

Aug 16
GM

two. 17

MND
HIV

MND
MAC

Aug. 22
GM

Aug 23
MND

Aug. 24
MND

Aug. 25
MAN

Aug. 26
MND

Aug. 27
MND

Aug. 28

ADO

MA,

HIV

ADO

MA,

HR.

ADO

Aug. 30

Aug. 31
MAN

Sept. I
MND

Sept. 2
MND

Sept. 3
GM

Sept. 4
MND

ADC,

Mk_

HIV

ADO

MAC

Sept. 7
GM

Sept. 8
MND

Sept. 9
MAN

Sept. 10
GM

Sept. I I
MND

MAC

HIV

ADD

MAC

HIV

Aug. 29

MND..

.. MND

MAC

S.°.41111111
HIV

ADO

HIV

. 1-

GM

Early Weekend Series Lvemngs (Indoor) 8 P
Preview Week Evenings (Outdoor) 8:45 P M
Main Season: Matinees (Indoor) 2:00 P.M.
Evenings (Outdoor) II:45 P.M.
— All Pacific Daylight Time —

Mail-order tickets for the summer season
are currently being accepted; wr ite:
"Shakespeare," P. 0. Box 605,
Ashland, Oregon 97520.

LET'S MEET AT

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

children under three years or pets
are allowed in the theatres.

The National Broadcasting
Company will present scenes from
one of the plays in its twenty-first
annual coast-to-coast radio
production originating from the
Festival stage. An hour-long
dramatization of one production,
plus full-length audio versions of
all four plays, will also be
prepared for international release
under the direction of Peabody
award-winning producer Andrew
C. Love, NBC-Hollywood.
Television films will be produced
for wide distribution.

schedule

"A Midsummer Night's Dream"

AR.

ELIZABETHAN STAGEHOUSE---Patterned after the Fortune Theatre of 1599 London,
the Oregon Shakespearean Festival's Elizabethan stagehouse provides multiple playing
areas with varying levels, allowing the production of Shakespeare's plays in one
continuous flow of action. On this stage the plays are presented as originally, without
interruption, in the same dramatic style that gained the Bard recognition by his
contemporaries.

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Pre-Show Entertainment
Nightly, an hour before each
play in the Elizabethan theatre,
the audience may enjoy the Tudor
Fair with its strolling musicians,
singers, and dancers-on-the-green.
Besides these pleasures amidst the
softly illuminated theatre gardens,
outstanding lectures, special side
attractions will be scheduled
throughout the summer.
Outdoor evening performances
begin promptly at 8:45 p.m.,
Pacific Daylight Time; early
season weekend performances
start at 8:00 p.m. Pacific
Daylight Time. Matinees are
scheduled for 2:00 P.M. Audience

members are requested to allow
Those attending the summer
evening performances are advised
to bring coats, headgear, and
blankets.

I

plenty of time for parking and for
reaching their seats, as those
arriving after the play has started
cannot be guaranteed seating. In
order that the spell of the play
may not be destroyed absolutely
no cameras or tape recorders of
any sort are permitted in the
theatres.
Single adult admissions for all
performances is $5.00, $4.00 and
$3.00. Children under 12 may
purchase tickets at HALF PRICE
in all sections.
Students with proper student
body card identification and
senior citizens with proper
identification may purchase
unsold seating in any price section
30 minutes before each "Stage II"
curtain for only $2.00. These
tickets are called student and
senior citizen "Rush Tickets."
They are similar to airline
"standby" and are not
transferable.

The Festival is located in
Ashland, Oregon on Interstate 5.
Ashland, in the foothills of the
Siskiyou Mountains is located 12

miles from Medford. The theatre
itself is located in the heart of
Ashland on the edge of Lithia
Park.

0

61
% "THE SCALP
AI'd
HUNTERS"

g0

Plus

CAR MURDERS"
"The Stranger"—Fri.-Sat.-Sun. 8:30
"Sleeping Car Murders"—Fri.-Sat.
7:00 and 10:00. Sun. 10:00 only.

IMAGE Theater
5102 No.

Peorl

SK 9-3256

"PERCY"
eso
salicjile in
anL
0 And ‘V‘B

.00

E,haot s‘:oBuursbHyeaBret rokuot.e. y0
g irls are back'

A "GOLDDIGGERS
A
OF 1935"

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

And

"FOOTLIGHT
PARADE"

BUCK'S Call Ahead
6"---0 LO 4-8222,
6 & Pearl CILI/

Johnny's
Golden Door
Restaurant
Fife WA 2-6686

TEMPLE

0 1
II

FISH WICH WITH CHEESE
39c
WITH
COUPON

R OXY
The Story of A
VERY Successful
Transplant

"THE STRANGER"

The first film by the maker
Df "Z" and every bit as exciting!

2 BURT LANCASTER
HITS!

"VALDES IS
COMING"

Albert Camus' Masterpiece in Color!

"THE SLEEPING

lqPi

NARROWS
Alft,

PiPMAN THOR

ONE UNDER 41
Olt
)1 rGPI 18NOADMITTED
001
s ol

rA

The BEATLES Discovery!
Soul Singer
JOE COCKER in

"MADDOGS &

ENGLISHMEN"
and "CAN YOU
IMAGINE"

A
pg-

0
111

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
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SPC SPIKERS RUN
PAST LOGGERS
The Seattle Pacific Falcons
shocked our Logger track squad in
Seattle last week, and took an
easy 851/2 57'/2 victory at the
hands of the disappointed
Loggers.
As usual the Logger tracksters
took both the 440 and mile
relays, but the times weren't
impressive this week.
Dennis McKown and Jim
Catalinich were both double
winners for the outmanned Puget
Sound teams. McKown took both
hurdles races, running 16.6 in the
highs and 57.5 in intermediates.
Catalinich won the 220 in 22.5
and then came back to run 50.4
while winning the 440. Catalinich
was on both relay teams also.
The only other Logger winner
was Paul Chappel who sprinted
the 100 in 10 flat. Chappel also
-

Crew Tastes

DIAM ONDM EN

Puget Sound continued its
dominance of the Tacoma area
baseball scene when the Loggers
finished second in the 220 as he easily bested Pacific Lutheran
was timed in 22.5.
University 9-4 last week.
UPS has several performers
among the northwest college
Our own Loggers seem to be
division leaders thus far this the best at nearly every sport
season. In the 100 yard dash Paul when they take on their
Chappell is in a second place tie crosstown rivals from Parkland.
with a best effort of 9.8.
The win over the Lutes gave
Al Filley is only one tenth of a the diamondmen a 17-6 season
second off the leading 220 time record as of May 8th.
with his best of 21.8.
Leading the Loggers in pitching
In the javelin Larry Thompson
is
much talked about Craig
rates second in the northwest also
Caskey
who sports an 8-1 personal
behind Dick Bedlington of
record
with a 2.06 earned run
Central. Larry's best heave so far
average and 78 strike-outs in 70
is 215'11/2".
UPS's fine 440 yard relay team 1/3 innings pitched. The Puget
ranks 3rd, and their 42.8 time is Sound ace has started 9 games and
has finished all but one of those.
not far off the top mark.
Also in the mile relay Puget Along with Caskey are Don
Sound has put together the fourth Bechtel (4-1), with twenty-three
best effort in the area with a strike-outs and a 1.80 earned run
average, and Dave Beba (2-1), who
3:20.1 time.

By LUJACK LYLES
second place Phi Delt A team in
their regular season game.
Everyone was sad to see
basketball finish, for it was the
best sport this year, and even
more because swimming was next
on the calendar of events.

Two days of dog-paddle and
belly-flops got us through
swimming and pointed us directly
at the spring sports and an end to
the year.
Golf came first and turned out
to be a run away with Bobby
Long and Ernie Putts leading the
Christmas vacation gave us a
Phi Delts easily to the victory.
rest with only two sports
The links sport went almost
completed and six to go. There
unnoticed, though, as it didn't
would have been seven but
attract too many spectators. The
wrestling was laid by the wayside
golfers, the caddies, and close
because of lack of time.
friends were the only ones to
catch the tournament as it flew by
Volleyball was first on the
in one day.
agenda after Christmas break but
lack of interest made it more of a
Before too many days had
minor sport than it already was. gone by track was on the scene
The smart living groups took and before it even got started
advantage of the apathy and well, the ultimate victory for the
picked up a few extra points Betas's was inevitable. Led by Bob
toward the all-intramural trophy. #1••■••••■■••••■
Everybody's favorite sport,
basketball, came next and some of
the teams proved to be among the
best ever in intramurals. The
BSU's Big Black Machine was a
picture of precision and hustle as
they won the crown pretty
easily. One close game made their
season a bit more exciting. That
was a five point win over the

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS
Competitive Prices!

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

The UPS crew team had its
first taste of victory this weekend
in Corvallis. The team included
Peter Christoferson, Russel Lau,
has fanned 24 batters and sports a Richard Laurance, Don Hutton
and Andy Lash. The team entered
3.24 E.R.A.
The combined pitchers have a four-man shell in the regatta
completed 17 out of 23 starts and because of the absence of Owen
struck out 160 batters, while Strecker, Bayard Johnson and
compiling an impressive 2.32 Dave Ashbough along with Bob
earned run average. They have "Hut Hut Ho" Sylvester all of
also blanked 6 teams and held 6 whom were attending a seminar in
Vancouver. Even with the absence
others to two runs or less.
of
the fearsome foursome the rest
The team batting average seems
of
the Loggers pulled ahead of
to be just as impressive also, as
Oregon
and Santa Clara. This
they carry a .267 average after 23
games. They have scored 139 runs tremendous effort exemplifies the
crew team this year. Even though
to their opponents 77.
it was their second time in a
Leading the team in hitting is four-man shell they proved the
first baseman Greg McCollum fine showmanship and courage
with a .373 average and five home that lead the crew team against all
runs. Second is shortstop Curt the opponents they have faced
McNeeley with a .366 average this year.
along with 11 stolen bases.
The team this weekend will be
McCollum leads the team in facing the U of W, Oregon and
runs with 25, while outfielder Jim Oregon State, Seattle U, PLU and
Asevedo has 20 runs batted in.
UBC. The race will be held at
Chuck Last, the third baseman, Seward Park in Seattle. Up to now
has 26 hits to lead that category.
the UPS spectators have been
limited to substitutes and
members of PLU's team when
they aren't racing against us. It
would be appreciated if there
were some of the student body
there to help cheer on the team.
The team has been getting up at
five in the morning for practice
along with another practice at 3
to represent UPS against these
larger schools. So if some of the
students would show up this
would have a tremendous
worse than third. They still have psychological effect on the team.
their hopes for the baseball crown They race at 10:00 a.m. Saturday
which would mean a good chance at Seward Park in Seattle.
for the trophy.

TOPS IN AREA

INTRAMURAL SEASON
COMES TO AN END
Slow-pitch baseball marks the
end to a lengthy but satisfying
intramural sports season. It all
started last SE ptember with touch
football which resembled tackle
more than touch, yet with a few
unanswered bruises and bumps we
were able to make it through that
season to the much less contact
sport of bowling. Open frames
and gutter balls seemed to
highlight bowling this year, but
following two days of frustration
the bowling balls were laid aside
and the gutters were emptied for
another year.

First Victory

Cason and Hugh Larkin the Beta's
nearly doubled the second place
Phi Delt's total score.
Now it all comes down to
slow-pitch baseball and the
all-intramural trophy is still
undecided. With three living
groups biting at each other's
throats for the slow-pitch crown
many of the others know it's all
over for them for at least this
year.
Todd Hall a lowly finisher last
year has come on strong to be
among the top three at this point.
A dark horse throughout the year
they must win slow pitch to have
a chance at the over-all trophy.
The Beta's who finished second
last year always have the great
competitors and won't finish any

LONG HAIR-SHORT HAIR

The current leaders among the
top three, and the living group
with probably the best chance at
the trophy are the Phi Delts. The
Phi's have put out good teams in
nearly every sport and are usually
among the leaders. An over-all
championship would be a repeat
of last year and also a third crown
in the last four years.

—

No sweat, hard work is a
bummer. We play hard. But we
make the BREAD to do it.
Right on. $625 monthly
guarantee if you meet our
requirements. Prefer applicants
with any or all of the following
scholastic preferences:
Psychology, Philosophy,
History, Political Science,
Theology. Send personal
resume and phone to Mr.
Arthur, P.O. Box 626,
Steilacoom, Wash. 98388

GORDON G. MARTIN

Boogie at the

EXIT TAVERN
Tacoma's Newest
& Finest Nightspot
Now Featuring
The Ever Great

EVERYDAY PEOPLE
Coming

Springfield Rifle
College Students
Free Every
Tuesday Night
Ladies Free
Every Night
9410 So. Tacoma
Way.

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Gordy is fully qualified to help with insurance and financial
planning to fit your needs now--with valuable options you
may exercise after graduation.

GORDON MARTIN
Suite 351 Tacoma Mall Office Bldg.
GR 5-7533
STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY
Established 1906
Home Office: Portland, Ore.

CALIFORNIA BRITCHES...FOR HIM & HER
A fun place to buy today at the lowest prices anywhere
CALIFORNIA BRITCHES, 4720 SOUTH TACOMA WAY
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Editor Assumes Administrative Post
Lloyd Stuckey, financial
vice-president and bursar of the
University has announced that
Dick Walsh, present editor of the
TRAIL, has been appointed to the
newly created position of Director
of University Publications and
Printing.
Walsh will be responsible for all

printing distributed to various
publics of the University including
brochures, pamphlets, and
notices.
He will also be responsible for
coordination and evaluation of
materials emanating from the
University to offer graphic unity
and consistency.

This appointment will not
affect the present duplicating
department which will remain
under Clark Hillier's direction.
Lloyd Stuckey stated, "We're
happy to have Dick aboard. We
think he's a capable person and
will be an asset to the staff of the
University."

CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-- 71/2c per word.
Commercial 10c per word.
Rates for larger ads on request
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 278 for an Ad Taker
Come to the Grand Opening of
the Court C Village. 914 Broadway. May 14-23. 11 am to midnight. Free Gifts.
Typing: Theses, rough drafts,
Pamela Hoods, LO 4-6640.

SKIN CARE
PERMANENT removal of facial
hair. Blemish treatment.
Peelings and Skin Rejuvenation.
Call the Vienna Skin Care
Center, SK 2-5854.

Drink a can of
Mountain Fresh
Rainier.
And step on it.
Rainier's 12-ounce cans are
now recyclable aluminum.
And they're worth money.
Just bring your empties to a Rainier
wholesale distributor.* He'll
pay you to get it back.
How much? 1/2 a cent
a can ...100 a pound ...
$10.00 a hundred pounds
or $200.00 a ton.
But look at it this
way, you'll not only be
making money, but by helping recycle a valuable natural
resource, you'll be reducing litter and solid waste.
And at the same
time you're enjoying the
Mountain Fresh taste
of Rainier.
By the way, you
don't really have to step
on the empties.
They're just easier
to haul around flat.
• In Tacoma, return
empty containers to your
Rainier wholesale distributor:
Cammarano Bros., Inc.,
2324 Center St., Tuesday and
Thursday-1 :30 p.m. to
3:30 p.m. For more information
call toll free: 800-552-0771.
Please do not return our
recyclable containers to
taverns or food stores.

Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle, Washington

